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1. Introduction 

 
 

Introduction  
 
On the 17th of October 2022 Bus Éireann Expressway (BÉ Expressway) informed the National Transport 
Authority (the NTA) that they would be introducing changes to their  4 / X4 Dublin – Waterford / New 
Ross services. They informed the Authority that these changes will come into effect on the 1st of 
November 2022 and said that the requested suspensions are a response to “low levels of passenger 
demand” on these services. 
 
This note determines whether there is a Public Service Obligation (PSO) resulting from these changes, 
or whether the existing transport options in the area are sufficient to cater for local demand, taking 
into account socio-economic considerations. 
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2. Route 4 / X4 and other services in the area 
 
 
The current route of the 4 / X4 is shown on the diagram below. Other key routes, such as the 2 / X2 
and the 40, are also shown. 
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3. The impact of the proposed changes 
 
The 4 / X4 route provides passengers with a two and a half hour journey time from Waterford to Dublin 
City and travels from New Ross to Dublin City in just under three hours. The proposed changes to the 
route are shown in the following two tables. The service which are about to be suspended are marked 
in red.  
 

 
The consequence of this suspension is the following: 
 

 BÉ Expressway will no longer provide a service the X4 from New Ross to Dublin, via 
Waterford, with the current frequency of three services per day in each directions being 
reduced to zero. 

 One BÉ Expressway Route 4 service will be suspended from Waterford to Dublin, meaning 
that the overall number of services from Waterford to Dublin will reduce from twelve to 
eight. 
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4. The implications for passengers from Waterford 
 
 
Introduction 
 
The city of Waterford (population c55,000) has a range of InterCity services to other parts of Ireland. 
The 2016 census indicates that there are approximately 6,000 people travelling to Dublin from 
Waterford every week, and approximately 1,000 of them use public transport. 
 
The population is currently serviced by the following services: 
 

 The 736, which provides a frequency of up to 98 services each way per week between 
Waterford, Dublin City and Dublin Airport, and is operated by JJ Kavanagh. This service also 
serves Carlow on the majority of departures. 

 The 600, which provides a frequency of up to 63 services each way per week between 
Waterford and Dublin City, and is operated by Dublin Coach.  

 The 4, which provides a frequency of 63 services each way per week between Waterford, 
Dublin City and Dublin Airport, and is operated by BÉ Expressway. 

 The X4, which provides a frequency of 21 services each way per week between New Ross, 
Dublin City and Dublin Airport, and is operated by BÉ Expressway.  

 
The combined services offer a weekly total of 224 services each way per week, with a combined 
seating capacity of approximately 11,000. 
 
In addition, Irish Rail currently operates 48 trains per week between Waterford and Dublin, with a 
combined seating capacity of approximately 10,000. All services stop in Carlow. 
 
The suspension of the 4 / X4 service will lead to a reduction in the number of weekly services between 
Waterford and Dublin, from 224 services to 196, a reduction of 12.5%. 
 
The overall seating capacity on the route (including Irish Rail) reduces 21,000 seats to 19,600 seats, a 
reduction of 7%. 
 
Conclusion in relation to Waterford passengers travelling northwards 
 
It is considered that the reducing in the bus frequency of 12.5% and in overall seating capacity of 7% 
is unlikely to lead to any significant deterioration in passenger offering for Waterford City residents. 
Therefore, no extension to the current services is proposed. 
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5. The implications for passengers from New Ross 
 
 
Introduction 
 
The town of New Ross (population c8,000) is the starting point of the X4 service. The 2016 census 
indicates that there are approximately 1,000 people travelling to Dublin from New Ross every week, 
and approximately 250 of them use public transport. 
 
It is likely that this number has fallen back in recent times, due to the general economic climate 
coupled with the move towards remote working. 
 
The population is currently serviced by the following services: 
 

 The X4, which provides a direct service with a frequency of 21 services each way per week 
between New Ross and Dublin City and Dublin Airport, and is operated by BÉ Expressway.  

 
In addition, it is possible to travel on other routes between New Ross and other locations and 
interchange onto services to Dublin from there. The main two interchange points (examined here) are 
Waterford and Wexford. The following services provide connections to both Waterford and Wexford, 
where onward transfers can be made: 
 

 40, which provides a frequency of 41 services each way per week between Wexford and 
Rosslare, and is operated by BÉ Expressway. 

 370, which provides a frequency of up to 30 services a week from Waterford to New Ross, 
with 6 going on the Wexford. This PSO service is operated by Bus Éireann and would continue 
to operate. 

 340, which provides a frequency of 52 services each way per week between Wexford and 
Waterford, and is operated by Wexford Bus.  

 372, which provides a frequency of 6 services a week from Waterford to Wexford. This PSO 
service is operated by Bus Éireann.  

 
Waterford to New Ross 
 
There are currently 150 weekly services between Waterford and New Ross. This will reduce to 129 
weekly services after the suspension of the X4. The combined weekly seating capacity will reduce from 
approximately 7,500 to approximately 6,500. 
 
New Ross to Wexford 
 
There are currently 41 services a week on the 40, 6 services a week on the 370, 52 services a week on 
the 340 and 6 services a week on the 372, totalling 105 weekly services. This will be unchanged by the 
suspension of the X4, with a combined capacity of approximately 5,000 seats. 
 
Travel opportunities from Wexford to Dublin 
 
A number of bus services operate on this route: 
 

 The 2 / X2, which provides a frequency of 105 services each way per day between Wexford 
and Dublin City and Dublin Airport, or 102 services a week, and is operated by BÉ Expressway.  
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 The 740, which provides a frequency of 133 services each way per day between Wexford and 
Dublin City and Dublin Airport, or 126 services a week, and is operated by Wexford Bus.  

 
The combined services offer a weekly total of 238 services each way per week, with a combined 
seating capacity of approximately 12,000. 
 
In addition, Irish Rail currently runs 31 trains per week between Wexford and Dublin, with a combined 
weekly seating capacity of approximately 6,000. The overall seating capacity on the route (including 
Irish Rail) is therefore approximately 18,000. 
 
New Ross to Carlow 
 
Currently there are 21 services each way per week between New Ross and Carlow on the X4. After the 
suspension of these services there will be no direct service between these two towns. 
 
However, the direct connection will be restored in the New Year, as the Connecting Ireland Project 
will see the introduction of Route 887 in Q1 2023. This will provide 21 services each week from Carlow 
to New Ross. Passengers from New Ross will be able to change from Route 887 onto the Irish Rail 
network at Carlow. 
 
Conclusion in relation to Passengers from New Ross 
 
There is currently a small number of passengers (250 a week) who are travelling by public transport 
from New Ross to Dublin. Most of these will be availing of the direct X4 services. However, there will 
be a significant minority of these availing of other services by interchanging at Waterford, Wexford 
or elsewhere, because the existing New Ross departures at 05:30, 09:30 and 16:30 do not suit their 
schedule. In addition, the availability of the 20% fare reduction on PSO services may mean that 
travel via PSO with the interchange is cheaper than the cost of the BÉ Expressway service.  
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6. Determination 
 
 
 
The Authority has determined that there is a sufficient range of existing services in the Wexford and 
Waterford region and a number of services planned for delivery in Q1 2023 to adequately meet the 
demand of passengers from New Ross who are currently travelling on the 4 / X4 service. 
 
As a result, it is not proposed to provide any additional PSO services following the suspension of the 
BE Expressway service. 
 
 
 

 
____________________ 
Dominic Hannigan 
Head of Public Transport Regulation 
 
 
 
Approved: 

 
____________________ 
Anne Graham 
Chief Executive Officer 
 
Dated: 21st October 2022 


